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Our mission

WG Naming is evaluating language and naming choices within the 
Kubernetes project, with a specific initial focus of replacing harmful 
language with neutral terms whenever possible.

Racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, ableism, or discrimination against any 
protected or historically underrepresented group.



Our mission

��



An example

The year is 2016. Once upon a time there was a feature called PetSet:



From k/k issue #27430

The name PetSet is derived from the common metaphor in 
infrastructure of "pets vs. cattle." … The pet has a personal and 
emotional value to you, but the cattle is just a commodity.

“

”

try to think about how our language perpetuates our culture and 
our beliefs… In the same way that homophobic or racist language 
was (and in some cases still is) commonplace and accepted in days 
past, in the modern world we generally recognize this language 
as unacceptable because it promotes a negative world view that 
we have progressed past. Imagine how angry people would be if 
this feature were called "WifeSet" and the analogy were "wives vs. 
bar hook-ups." 



… Another example

The year is 2017, in kubernetes/website:



… And another

2019, on the SIG Cluster Lifecycle mailing list: 



 When an issue comes up 
 again and again, do something about it. 



What we’re doing

● WG Naming formalizes recommendations for replacing problematic 
language in the Kubernetes project

● From there, recommendations are handed to Steering & other SIGs to 
implement over time

● A language evaluation framework, to provide ongoing process for the 
community



The guidelines

First-order concerns:
language where harm is egregious, overt, and clearly problematic

Second-order concerns:
language which is problematic but with a less definite impact

Third-order concerns:
language that could use improvement but does no demonstrable harm



First-order concerns
First-order concerns are characterized by:

● Overtness: regardless of its use in the context of code or technology, 
there is little to no ambiguity outside of technology as to whether the 
language in question indicates harm

● Identity-specificity: language in question unambiguously identifies a 
group of people

● Is the term overtly racist?
● Is the term overtly sexist, transphobic, or pejorative about 

a gender identity?
● Is the term overtly ableist, or pejorative to neurodiverse or 

disabled people
● Is the term overtly homophobic?



Second-order concerns

Second-order concerns are characterized by:

● Ambiguity: outside the context of code or technology, language might 
have connotations related to harmful but the etymology of the term is 
not related to harm of a specific identity

● Lack of specific identity: concerns in this category do not target 
specific identities, or do so in a non-overt way

● Is the term violent?
● Is the term militaristic?



Third-order concerns

Third-order concerns are characterized by:

● Clarity: is the language in use a metaphor that could be described 
more precisely using different words?

● Anthropomorphism: does language unnecessarily humanize 
components or processes?

● Idiomatic: Is language unclear to someone outside a specific culture?

● Is the term evocative instead of descriptive?
● Is the term ambiguous?



Our first recommendation!

Thanks Aaron Crickenberger!



Approval workflow

Propose 
a change via 
the mailing list

Formalize 
the change via 
consensus in 
a meeting

Open 
A PR in 
k/community/
wg-naming

Commit 
the PR with 
approval from 
the WG Leads 

Discussions get 
long – give them 
air on the ML!

After discussing, 
bring it to a 
meeting & get it 
‘pre-approved’

Use the ADR 
template in the 
wg-naming 
directory

Other 
stakeholders are 
involved too!



Why?

Intentionally inclusive communities



Get involved!

1. Join us: 
○ Slack k8s.slack.io: #wg-naming 
○ Mailing list: kubernetes-wg-naming@googlegroups.com 

2. Meetings:
○ Mailing list will give you the invite
○ 2nd Monday of every month at 10:30 Pacific Time

3. Take the work in kubernetes/community/wg-naming and use it in your 
own orgs!

mailto:kubernetes-wg-naming@googlegroups.com



